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careers - exoplanets: the search for a second earth mathematics matters f. have the same mass as the earth
but made completely of gas, like a mini-neptune. in this case it would have a low density. rocky planets like
the earth, with heavy iron cores, will have a higher density. the temperature of the alien world is also of
interest. liquid water, which is thought to be crucial for the development of ... the transit light curve aavso - transiting exoplanets that astronomers have been able to get direct estimates of the exoplanet mass
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and planetary science 2010 - transiting exoplanets carole a. haswell the open university, milton keynes the
methods used in the detection and characterisation of exoplanets are presented through the study of
transiting systems in this unique textbook for advanced undergraduates. key points and equations are
highlighted, and worked examples and exercises with full solutions help students to assess their understanding
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